
  Year 5 Autumn Term 2 Newsletter 
Dear Parents/Carers,  
  
Welcome back! I am thrilled to be back in the classroom 
with this fantastic class. I hope you enjoyed your half-term 
and that the children coped with another week of online 
learning. Rachel tells me they did extremely well and thanks 
you all for your support and well wishes.   
 
Autumn Term 2 is an exciting one as we venture into the 
Viking era! We will learn all about their battle tactics and techniques, and look at their trading and 
raiding tendencies. We will also look at the build up to the Norman invasion, thinking about the 
struggle for power before 1066 and finally making a judgement about our BIG QUESTION: Who, out of 
the Anglo-Saxons and Vikings, were the more successful invaders? 
 
In English, we will be using the fantastic book ‘Odd and the Frost Giants’ by Neil Gaiman. It tells the 
story of a young boy, Odd, who is placed in unlikely circumstances to help save the Norse Gods. The 
pupils will be writing character descriptions, biographies, instructional texts and dialogue. They will also 
be looking at poetry later on in the term, preparing for a unit on creating their own poems in the Spring 
Term. In Maths we will move onto statistics, multiplication and division, and finally area and perimeter. 
We will also have a chance to work with prime, square and cube numbers. It’s a jam packed term, but 
the children have shown wonderful tenacity with number so far this year, which we are sure will 
continue. Our knowledge of the times tables will be put to the test so please ensure you are still 
practising this through the week. This is the single thing that we have noticed makes the biggest 
difference to the children’s progress in this crucial term, so anything you can do to support that would 
be greatly valued.  
 
In Science, we will be continuing our investigation of life cycles in mammals. The children will carry out 
simple class based investigations and devise their own methods for recording, questioning and 
evaluating. Our Computing studies move onto to look at using micro:bits to develop products for a 
sensory classroom. Here, we will study how technology can be used to create a fully inclusive learning 
environment, and end the unit by creating algorithms for a light based sensory device, which they will 
also create using various materials. Christianity will be the focus in RE, specifically trying to answer the 
question ‘Is the Christmas story true?’ In Art, we will be investigating Viking prows and designing and 
making our own, free-modelling with clay. I have been particularly impressed with the engagement 
that we have seen from Year 5 in the Burnet News Club. In our class sessions, they are gaining 
important knowledge while developing skills such as confidence, skepticism and reasoning which 
serves them in so many other parts of their learning. So many pupils have also got online to share their 
thinking about these important issues, and I am thrilled that this will continue with our next topic all 
about the future of work. Throughout history, changes in society have forced the working world to 
evolve - and the news has been full of stories that suggest Covid-19 is the latest turning point. We will 
take a closer look at the problems and opportunities that might arise in the future of work, answering 
questions like: how have different industries been affected by the pandemic? What does this mean for 
their workers? And how might business models change in the future? Our PHSE sessions will focus 
around two very important topics: bereavement and family conflict. The lessons will give children a 
safe space to explore these issues. Do get in touch if you would like any more information related to 
the lesson content. 
 
Our P.E. lessons will be on Monday morning as usual but we will also have another session on 
Wednesday. A reminder that children need to wear appropriate PE attire (which they may arrive in 
school wearing). Reading records will still be checked each Thursday, with the expectation that the 
children are completing them at least three times a week, having read a high quality text for 15 to 20 
minutes. Please do get in touch if you need any advice on a suitable book to ensure your child is 
nurturing a love of reading. 
 
If you have any concerns, don’t hesitate to contact me via the school office. 
 
Best wishes, Emma 


